Quotes featured in
Space 2 Place: A Philosopher’s Journey Across America

All journeys have secret destinations, of which the traveler is unaware.
Martin Buber
Dwelling is not primarily inhabiting but taking care of and creating that space
within which something comes into its own and flourishes.
Martin Heidegger
The distinction between the past, present, and future is only a stubbornly
persistent illusion.
Albert Einstein
The obstacle is the path.
.
Freedom lies in being bold.

Zen proverb

Robert Frost
Do not fear to be eccentric in opinion, for every opinion now accepted was
once eccentric.
.
Bertrand Russell

Things alter for the worse spontaneously, if they be not altered for the better
designedly.
Francis Bacon
How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to
improve the world.
Anne Frank
Life is not a problem to be solved, but a reality to be experienced.
Soren Kierkegaard
Did you ever think how a bit of land shows the character of the owner?
Laura Ingalls Wilder
Yesterday is gone. Tomorrow has not yet come. We have only today. Let us
begin.
Mother Theresa
We should look for someone to eat and drink with before looking for
something to eat and drink.
Epicurus
Time is the most valuable thing a man can spend.

Theophrastus

In every walk with nature one receives far more than one seeks.
John Muir
We can judge the heart of a man by his treatment to animals.
Immanuel Kant

Don’t explain your philosophy. Embody it.

Withdraw into yourself and look.

You cannot create experience. You must undergo it.

Epictetus

Plotinus

Albert Camus

I have been to the end of the earth. I have been to the end of the waters. I
have been to the end of the sky. I have been to the end of the mountains. I
have found none that are not my friend.
Navajo Proverb
Good company in a journey makes the way seem shorter.
Izaak Walton

Do not follow where the path may lead. Go instead where there is no path and
leave a trail.
Ralph Waldo Emerson

Look deep into nature, and then you will understand everything better.
Albert Einstein
When I let go of what I am, I become what I might be.

Lao Tzu

Life must be understood backward. But it must be lived forward.
Soren Kierkegaard
Time is a game played beautifully by children.

A tree is a tree until it is used for a hanging.

Heraclitus

Tim O’Brien

I have always thought the actions of men the best interpreters of their
thoughts.
John Locke

There is nothing like looking, if you want to find something. You certainly
usually find something, if you look, but it is not always quite the something you
were after.
J.R.R. Tolkien, The Hobbit
If one does not know which port one is sailing, no wind is favorable.
Lucius Annaeus Seneca
Logic will get you from A to Z; imagination will get you everywhere.
Albert Einstein

